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1 Explaining Query Results
The problem of querying description logic (DL) knowledge bases (KBs) using
database-style queries (in particular, conjunctive queries) has been a major focus
of recent DL research. Since scalability is a key concern, much of the work has
focused on lightweight DLs for which query answering can be performed in poly-
nomial time w.r.t. the size of the ABox. The DL-Lite family of lightweight DLs
[10] is especially popular due to the fact that query answering can be reduced,
via query rewriting, to the problem of standard database query evaluation.
Since the TBox is usually developed by experts and subject to extensive
debugging, it is often reasonable to assume that its contents are correct. By
contrast, the ABox is typically substantially larger and subject to frequent mod-
ifications, making errors almost inevitable. As such errors may render the KB
inconsistent, several inconsistency-tolerant semantics have been introduced in
order to provide meaningful answers to queries posed over inconsistent KBs.
Arguably the most well-known is the AR semantics [17], inspired by work on
consistent query answering in databases (cf. [4] for a survey). Query answer-
ing under AR semantics amounts to considering those answers (w.r.t. standard
semantics) that can be obtained from every repair, the latter being defined as
an inclusion-maximal subset of the ABox that is consistent with the TBox. A
more cautious semantics, called IAR semantics [17] queries the intersection of
the repairs and provides a lower bound on AR semantics. The brave semantics
[7], which considers the answers holding in some repair, provides a natural upper
bound. This extended abstract presents our work [6] on explaining why a tuple
is a (non-)answer to a query under AR, IAR, or brave semantics.
The need to equip reasoning systems with explanation services is widely ac-
knowledged by the DL community. Indeed, there have been numerous works on
axiom pinpointing, in which the objective is to identify (minimal) subsets of a
KB that entail a given TBox axiom (or ABox assertion) [18, 9, 21, 16, 22, 20, 14,
15]. With regards to conjunctive queries (CQs), a proof-theoretic approach to ex-
plaining positive answers to CQs over DL-LiteA KBs was introduced in [8], and,
more recently, the problem of explaining negative query answers over DL-LiteA
KBs has been studied in [11–13]. Explanation facilities are all the more essential
when using inconsistency-tolerant semantics, as recently argued in [1, 2]. Indeed,
the brave, AR, and IAR semantics allow query answers to be classified into three
categories of increasing reliability, and a user may naturally wonder why a given
tuple was assigned to, or excluded from, one of these categories. To help the user
understand this classification, we introduce the notion of explanation for positive
and negative query answers under brave, AR, and IAR semantics. Formally, the
explanations we consider take either the form of a set of ABox assertions (viewed
as a conjunction) or a set of sets of assertions (disjunction of conjunctions).
The simplest answers to explain are positive brave- and IAR-answers (i.e., an-
swers that hold under brave, resp. IAR, semantics). For the former, we can use
as explanations the query’s causes, which are the minimal consistent sets of as-
sertions that entail the answer together with the TBox, and for the latter, we
consider the causes that do not participate in any contradictions. To explain
why a tuple is an AR-answer, it is no longer sufficient to give a single cause
since different repairs may use different causes. We therefore define explanations
as (minimal) disjunctions of causes that ‘cover’ all repairs, i.e., minimal sets of
causes such that every repair contains at least one of them. To explain negative
AR-answers, the idea is to give a (minimal) subset of the ABox that is consistent
with the TBox and contradicts every cause of the query, since any such subset
can be extended to a repair that omits all causes. For negative IAR-answers, we
need only ensure that every cause is contradicted by some consistent subset.
When there are a large number of explanations for a given result, it may be
impractical to present them all to the user. In such cases, one may choose instead
to rank the explanations according to some preference criteria, and to present
one or a small number of most preferred explanations. In the present work, we
use cardinality to rank explanations for brave- and IAR-answers and negative
AR- and IAR-answers. For positive AR-answers, we consider two ways of ranking
explanations: the number of disjuncts, since fewer disjuncts requires less case-
based reasoning, and the total number of assertions, to favour disjunctions of
causes that share assertions. A complementary approach is to concisely summa-
rize the set of explanations in terms of the necessary assertions (that occur in
every explanation) and the relevant assertions (occurring in some explanation).
2 Complexity Results and Connections to SAT
In addition to the problem of computing explanations, we consider four natural
decision problems: decide whether a given assertion appears in some explanation
(rel) or in every explanation (nec), decide whether a candidate is an explana-
tion (rec), resp. a best explanation according a given criteria (best rec). For
our study, we consider ontologies formulated in the lightweight logic DL-LiteR
that underlies the OWL 2 QL profile [19].
The results of our complexity analysis are displayed in Figure 1. For the
explanation tasks that are shown to be intractable, we have exhibited tight con-
nections with variants of propositional satisfiability that enable us to exploit
brave, IAR AR neg. IAR neg. AR
rel in P Σp2 -co in P NP-co
nec in P NP-co in P coNP-co
rec in P BH2-co in P in P
best rec† in P Πp2 -co
‡ coNP-co∗ coNP-co∗
† upper bounds hold for ranking criteria that can be decided in P
‡ Πp2 -hard for smallest disjunction or fewest assertions∗ coNP-hard for cardinality-minimal explanations
Fig. 1: Data complexity results for conjunctive queries.
facilities of modern SAT solvers. We use the encoding ϕ¬q ∧ ϕcons introduced
in [5] which is unsatisfiable iff the corresponding answer is entailed under AR
semantics. Intuitively, ϕ¬q gives the ways of contradicting every cause, and ϕcons
enforces consistency. We can show that the explanations for positive AR-answers
correspond to the minimal unsatisfiable subsets of ϕ¬q w.r.t. ϕcons, while the
smallest explanations for negative AR-answers (resp. negative IAR-answers) cor-
respond to the cardinality-minimal models of ϕ¬q ∧ ϕcons (resp. ϕ¬q).
3 System and Experiments
We extended the CQAPri system [5] to implement our framework, relying on
the SAT4J SAT solver to compute minimal unsatisfiable subsets and cardinality-
minimal models [3]. Our prototype runs in two modes: either it explains some
selected query answers, or all the answers as they are being computed. These
answers are divided into three classes: Possible (brave-answers not entailed under
the AR semantics), Likely (AR-answers not entailed under IAR semantics), and
Sure (IAR-answers). Concretely, explaining an answer a consists in providing,
for the relevant semantics S, S′ according to the class of a: (i) all explanations
of a being an S-answer, as well as necessary and relevant assertions, and (ii) one
smallest explanation of a not being an S′-answer, with necessary and relevant
assertions when S′ = IAR, and necessary assertions when S′ = AR together
with necessary and relevant assertions for explaining a not being an IAR-answer.
Positive explanations are ranked as explained in Section 1.
The experimental evaluation of our prototype system over the slightly mod-
ified CQAPri benchmark shows that explanations of query (non-)answers can be
generated very quickly (typically less than 1ms), although we did find some rare
difficult cases for which computing a smallest explanation for a negative answer
is long (more than 1h). Finally, we observed that the average number of expla-
nations per answer is often reasonably low, although some answers have a large
number of explanations (e.g., 654 for an IAR-answer, 243 for an AR-answer,
and 693 for a brave-answer), showing the practical interest of presenting such
explanations in a concise way.
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